
Soapstone Panchamukhi
Hanuman Standing Statue 4 in
Read More
SKU: 00934
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

The Panchamukhi Hanuman statue is an ideal option for a smaller space, with
multiple placement possibilities throughout the home.  Material: Soapstone / Pink
stone Dimension(HWL):  4.5 x 3 x 1 inch Position: Standing  Few concise about the
decorative stone:

The winsome statuette is standing on a lotus plinth.
The statuette has five heads in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and atop sky)
with 10 hands, holding many weapons like a Parasu, Khanda, Chakra, Daalam, Gada,
Trishula, Kumbha, Katar, and a plate full with blood.
The lovely idol is erected by the brilliant artisans of Odisha where stone engraving is
widely famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: The exemplification of solidarity, fearlessness, and boldness

He took this five-faced Avatar to kill Ahiravana, a powerful demon king of Patal Lok.
He assumes these 5 faces to blow the 5 lamps at a time where the soul of the demon
rested.
The five-face consists of a monkey, a lion, a wild boar, an eagle, and a horse.
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All the five heads are of faces Hayagriva(faces sky), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West).

Suggestion for placing the decorative stone perfectly:

Considering Vaastu, the Southwest zone is the best place to keep the sacred statuette.
You can worship it in the temple of your home, or office.
A beautiful knick-knack in your living room or office by placing it on the cupboard, cabin,
bookshelf, or atop of study or reception desk.
The car dashboard also is a recommended place to place the statuette.
A charming gifting option for your dear one, on their special occasion like birthday, house
warming, or marriage anniversary, etc.

Some of the benefits ones will get by keeping the sacred statuette:

The east-facing (Hanuman) protects devotees from problems caused by enemies.
The south-facing (Narasimha)removes all types of fear and sins and unfavorable
influencing spirits.
The west-facing (Garuda)removes all types of ailments, black magic, and negativities from
the devotee's life.
The North (Varaha) facing provides Astha-Aishwarya (wealth)
And the sky-facing(Hayagriva) bestows devotees with knowledge, intelligence, and
goodwill.

Cleaning and dusting :

The non-porous nature of the soapstone makes the statuette more durable.
Remove the dirt and dust it by using a soft cloth over the surface without being harsh on it.
Keep dusting it every so often to keep the dust away from the decorative stone.
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Soapstone Ashirvad Hanuman
Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00933
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Give your decor space an ornament of a lifetime with this Ashirwad Hanuman statue,
from the house of CRAFTS ODISHA and its brilliant artisans ensuring you a piece to
remember. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6 x 3 x 1.5 inch Position:
Sitting Description of the beautiful stone statuette: 

The statue is seen genuflecting on a lotus pedestal.
The statue is seen posing in Abhay Mudra with one hand while carrying his mace in
another.
The enchanting statue is made by the skilled artificer of Odisha where stone carving is
widely famous for its intricate design.

Hanuman: The invincible and immortal

Believed to be an Avatar of Lord Shiva.
In Sanskrit Hanuman means "Disfigured jaw", the resemblance with a monkey appearance.
Lord Hanuman represents superhuman strength, devotion, and perseverance.
Lord Hanuman is always seen below the feet of Lord Rama in the shrines of Lord Rama.
Once every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of Chaitra, Hanuman Jayanti is
celebrated.
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Placement ideas for the stone sculptures :

The idol of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the south direction of home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple of your home or office.
Amplify the console, sideboard, and reception desk of your home or office with the
adorable sculpt.
You can also place it on the study desk of your study room or office.
Gift your loved ones this adorable statuette at their special event.

Benefits of keeping the ardent devotee of Lord Rama:

 Lord himself symbolizes health and power, worshipping him gives you innumerable boons
and blessings.
He keeps the ill effect of planets away from his devotees.
His blessings help to excel in all walks of the devotee's life.
To overcome any complexity in life, Lord removes all the darkness and guides through the
righteous path in one's life.

Guidance  for dusting the stone sculptures:

Soapstone is a durable material from which the statue is made.
Its main advantages are its non-porous and shatter-proof nature.
For the cleaning of the statue, take a soft cloth and wipe the surface.
Keep dusting it periodically to keep the dirt away from the stone sculptures.
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Standing Soapstone
Panchamukhi Hanuman Murti 6
in
Read More
SKU: 00931
Price: ₹7,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

The magnificent piece from CRAFTS ODISHA the "Panchamukhi Hanuman murti" is a
perfect accent piece with an affordable price range to bring your home. The white
furbish body would fit well with any interior style and any decoration theme of your
choice. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6.2 x 3.2 x 1.2 inch Position:
Standing  Few concise about the stone sculptures:

The artful effigy is standing on a lotus carved plinth.
The statue has five heads in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and Atop) with 10
hands, holding many weapons like a Parasu, Khanda, Chakra, Daalam, Gada, Trishula,
Kumbha, Katar, and a plate full with blood.
The impressive graven image is put up by the skillful artificers of Odisha where stone
engraving is widely famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: A model for all human devotion

He took this Avatar to kill Ahiravana, a powerful demon.
The five-faced of Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a monkey, lion, a wild boar, an eagle,
and a horse. Pancha Mukhi Hanuman is known as the combined Avatar of Lord Hanuman
and Lord Vishnu.
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All the five heads are of faces Hayagriva(atop), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West). Out of this Hayagriva, Narasimha and Varaha are
incarnations of Lord Vishnu.
The five faces represent five forms of prayer, Naman, Smaran, Keerthanam, Yachanam,
Arpanam.

Few tips  and directions for placing the stone sculptures:

The Pancha Mukhi Idol of Lord should always be placed in the southwest direction of your
preferred area of home or office.
Make use of the sculpt for worship in the temple of your home, or office.
Intensify the décor of your living room or office by keeping this on the mantle, console, or
sideboard.
Great for gifting purposes for your dear one, on their special occasion of birthday, house
warming, or marriage anniversary.

The usefulness of keeping the reverent statue:

The east-facing protects devotees from problems caused by enemies.
The south-facing removes all types of fear and sins and unfavorable influencing spirits.
The west-facing removes all types of ailments, black magic, and negativities from
devotees' lives.
The North facing provides Astha-Aishwarya(wealth).
And the upward-facing bestows devotees with knowledge, intelligence, and goodwill.

Cleaning techniques and suggestions:

The religious image is made from soapstone.
Its non-porous and shatter-proof nature makes it indestructible.
expunge the dirt and dust using a soft cloth over the surface without scrubbing.
Keep dusting it erratically to keep the dust away from the stone sculptures.
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Standing Panchamukhi
Hanuman Soapstone Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00929
Price: ₹7,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

 Soapstone statues blend easily with their surroundings,  like this "6 inch
Panchamukhi Hanuman statue" which is designed to coordinate any home decoration
theme. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6 x 3 x 1.5 inch Position:
StandingLet's look over the stone sculptures:

The esthetic effigy is standing over a lotus substructure.
The statue has five heads in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and Atop) with 10
hands, holding many weapons like a Parasu, Khanda, Chakra, Daalam, Gada, Trishula,
Kumbha, Katar, and a plate full with blood.
The impressive figure is built by the skillful artificers of Odisha where stone engraving is
globally famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: The supreme devotee of Lord Rama

He took this Panchamukhi Avatar to kill Ahiravana, a powerful demon of Patal Lok.
The five-faced of Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a monkey, lion, a wild boar, an eagle,
and a horse. Pancha Mukhi Hanuman is the combined Avatar of Lord Hanuman and Lord
Vishnu.
All the five heads are of faces Hayagriva(atop), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West). Out of this Hayagriva, Narasimha and Varaha are
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incarnations of Lord Vishnu.
The five faces represent five forms of prayer, Naman, Smaran, Keerthanam, Yachanam,
Arpanam.

Tips to place the stone sculptures :

The Pancha Mukhi Idol of Lord should always be placed in the southwest direction of your
desired area of home or office.
You can set him for worship in the temple of your home, or office.
Embellish the decor of your living room or office by keeping this on the mantle, console, or
sideboard.
An auspicious gifting option to present your dear one, on their birthday, house warming, or
marriage anniversary, etc.

Some efficacy of keeping the godly statue at your home:

The east-facing Head (Hanuman)protects devotees from problems caused by enemies.
The south-facing head (Narasimha) removes all types of fear and sins and unfavorable
influences spirits.
The west-facing head (Garuda) removes all types of ailments, black magic, and
negativities from devotees' life.
The North  facing head (Varaha) provides Astha-Aishwarya(wealth)
And the upward-facing (Hayagriva) bestows devotees with knowledge, intelligence, and
goodwill.

 Suggestions for keeping the statue clean and dirt-free:

The delighted sculpture is made from Pinkstone material.
The non-porous and shatter-proof nature of the material makes it enduring.
Efface the dirt and dust from the sculpt by using a soft cloth over the surface without
scrubbing.
Keep dusting it periodically to keep the dust away from the stone sculptures.
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Soapstone Hanuman in Ashirbad
Position Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00927
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Make the eyes of your guest glued to your decor of the Hanuman Ashirwad position
statue, which mimics the beauty with its simple and stunning glossy surface.
Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6 x 3 x 1.5 inch Position: Sitting
Description of the  stone sculptures:

The statue is seen genuflecting on a lotus foundation.
The statue is seen gesturing fearlessly with one hand and carrying his mace with the other.
The enchanting sculpt is made by the artificer of Odisha where stone carving is widely
famous for its intricate design.

Hanuman: The personification of dedication and devotion

Believed to be an Avatar of Lord Shiva.
In Sanskrit Hanuman means "Disfigured jaw",(Hanu means jaw, and man means
prominent).
Lord Hanuman represents superhuman strength, intelligence, and wisdom.
Lord Hanuman is always portrayed kneeling with folded hands in front of Lord Rama in the
shrines of Lord Rama.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra.
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Placement ideas and suggestions for the stone sculptures :

The idol should be placed in the south direction of home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple of your home or office.
You place it on the console, sideboard, and reception desk of your home or office.
You can also place it on the study desk of your study room or office.
Don't give a second thought to presenting your loved one at their special event.

You can reap the benefits by keeping the statue :

 Lord Hanuman symbolizes health and power, worshipping him gives you innumerable
boons and blessings.
He wards off the ill effect of planets from his devotee's life.
He bestows in all walks of the devotee's life.
Lord removes all the darkness and difficulties and guides devotees to move in the
righteous path.

Guidance for cleaning  the stone sculptures:

The statue is made from resistant material like soapstone.
Its main advantages are its non-porous and shatter-resistant nature.
For cleaning, take a soft cloth and wipe the surface.
Keep dusting it occasionally to keep the dirt away from the surface stone sculptures.

Panchamukhi Soapstone
Hanuman Statue 8 in
Read More
SKU: 00926
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
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Product Description

Want to give your living room a religious ambiance, which can easily reposition, then
CRAFTS ODISHA is here to be in the service of your concern. The Panchamukhi
Hanuman statue is enough to compliment your decor from every angle. Material:
Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  8.5 x 6 x 2.5 inch Position: Standing  Explanation
of the artful stone sculptures:

The towering statue is seen standing on a lotus pedestal.
The statue has five faces in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and Atop) with 10
hands equipped with many weapons like a battle-ax, disk, mace, trident, and sword.
The captivating art object is built by the skillful artificer of Odisha where stone engraving is
widely famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: The divine aura of invincible strength

The five-faced  Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a lion, eagle, horse, monkey, and
Varaha. Pancha Mukhi Hanuman is known as the combined Avatar of Lord Hanuman and
Lord Vishnu.
All the five heads are that of Hayagriva(atop), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West). Out of this Hayagriva, Narasimha and Varaha are
incarnations of Lord Vishnu.
The five faces depict five forms of prayer, Naman, Smaran, Keerthanam, Yachanam,
Arpanam.

Decorative ideas and direction of  placing the stone sculptures:

The Pancha Mukhi Idol of Lord should always be placed in the southwest direction.
You can use it to worship in the temple of your home, or office.
You can amplify the décor of your living room or office by keeping this on the table,
mantle, console, or sideboard.
A godly gift for your loved one, on their special occasion of birthday, home warming, or
marriage anniversary, etc.

Advantages one may heave by keeping the devout statue:

The five-faced idol of Lord Hanuman fight off evil energy and that households don't suffer
any problem.
Considering Vaastu, all Vaastu dosha gets destroyed with his grace.
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The five-faced idol not only relief from various disease also remove all planetary dosha.
Also, increase in wealth, fear vanishes, and enemies are conquered.

Cleaning techniques: 

The religious idol is made from soapstone.
Its non-porous and shatter-proof nature makes it everlasting.
Wipe the dirt and dust using a soft cloth without scrubbing.
Keep dusting it every so often to keep the dust away from the stone sculptures.

Panchamukhi Soapstone
Hanuman Sculpture 15 in
Read More
SKU: 00925
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Panchamukhi Hanuman sculpture is expertly crafted for the sophisticated living
room, with lightweight appeal and a more economical price tag. 
Material: Soapstone / Pink stone
Height: 15 inch (approx.)
Dimension(HWL):  15 x 8.5 x 4.5 inch
Position: Sitting
Concise particulars of the home decor:

Here the supreme deity is seen bending on his knees on a two-layer substructure.
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The idol has five faces in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and overhead) with
10 hands armored with many weapons like a battle-ax, disk, mace, trident, sword, etc.
The bewitching sculpture is built by the skillful artificer of Odisha where stone carving is
widely famous for its complex design.

Panchamukhi Hanuman: The powerful form of the Anjaneya

The Panchamukhi  Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a lion, eagle, horse, monkey, and
Varaha. Pancha Mukhi Hanuman is known as the combined Avatar of Lord Hanuman and
Lord Vishnu.
All the five heads are that of Hayagriva(atop), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West). Out of this Hayagriva, Narasimha and Varaha are
incarnations of Lord Vishnu.
In this special Avatara Lord Hanuman extinguish all the five lamps by turning his five faces
in a different direction and succeeded in killing a demon named Ahiravan, whose life
rested on the lamps.
Being the son of Vaayu, Lord Hanuman represents strength and energy.

Give your ambiance a fancy touch with the home decor:

It is best o kept the statue in the South zone according to Vaastu.
The sacred statue can be devoted to worship in the temple of your home, or office.
Give your decor a flashy look by placing it on a heightened table, mantle, console, or
sideboard.
A religious present for your loved one, on their birthday, house warming, or anniversary,
etc.

The positiveness of the captivating statue:

The negative energy coming into the house gets fades.
Vaastu dosha gets destroyed with his mere grace.
He protects one from the evil effects of planet Saturn.
Putting a Panchamukhi statue at the entrance, evil spirits do not come into the house.

Cleaning method and tips:

The religious idol is made from soapstone which is non-porous and shatter-proof making it
hardy.
Remove the dirt over the surface of the statue by buffing it thoroughly.
Keep dusting it now and then to rid of the dust from the home decor.
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Soapstone Standing
Panchamukhi Hanuman Statue
10 in
Read More
SKU: 00924
Price: ₹23,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Made from Soapstone, this "Panchamukhi Hanuman statue" shields your eyes with
its subtle and simply irresistible design. Give your home a saintly ambiance, in a
stylish way. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  10 x 6 x 2 inch Position:
Standing  An encapsulation of the exquisite stone sculptures:

The dainty statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing fearlessly on a lotus pedestal.
The deity has five faces in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and Atop) with 10
hands armed with many weapons like a battle-ax, disk, mace, trident, and sword.
The magnificent sculpture is built by the skillful artificer of Odisha where stone carving is
widely popular for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: The embodiment of courage

The five-faced of Avatar of Lord Hanuman are those of a lion(Narsimha), eagle(Garuda),
horse(Hayagriva), monkey(Hanuman himself), and Varaha(Boar). Pancha Mukhi Hanuman
is known as the combined Avatar of Lord Hanuman and Vishnu.
All the five heads are that of Hayagriva(atop), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West). Out of this Hayagriva, Narasimha and Varaha are
incarnations of Lord Vishnu.
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The five faces illustrate five forms of prayer, Naman, Smaran, Keerthanam, Yachanam,
Arpanam.

Where should you put the saintly sculpt; idea and suggestion

The idol of Pancha Mukhi Hanuman Ji should be placed in the southwest direction of the
house or office.
Use it to worship in the temple of your home, or office.
Grace the decor of your living room or office by keeping this on the table, mantle, console, 
sideboard, or cupboard.
On the birthday, home warming, or marriage anniversary of your dear one, it can be
proved to be a precious present.

The sacred idol with different faces deliver many auspicious boons:

The east-facing head Hanuman grants purity of mind and manifestation of desire.
The south-facing, Narsimha face grants humanity and welfare for all.
West facing face Garuda face grants good luck.
North facing Laxmi Varaha grants prosperity and wealth.
The Urdhava Mukha (Atop) facing Hayagriva grants complete welfare and happiness to the
world.

Cleaning and caring tip:

Soapstone is non-porous and shatter-proof, which makes it hard-wearing.
Use a soft cloth to wipe the dirt and dust from its surface without scrubbing.
Keep dusting it at various times, to keep the dust at a bay from the stone sculptures.
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Sitting Panchamukhi Ganesha
Soapstone Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 00923
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

Polished Soapstone Laxmi
Narayana Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 00922
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Vishnu Statues

Product Description
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Mahishasura Badha Maa Durga
Soapstone Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 00921
Price: ₹37,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Maa Durga Statue,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Expertly shaped, smooth color coordination of the "Maa Durga" 1 ft soapstone statue
is crafted to provide impressive functionality without taking up much space.
Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension (HWL):  12 x 8 x 3 inch Height: 1 ft (approx.)
Position: Standing Height: 1 ft Lustrous appearance of the stone sculptures:

The above sculpture has uncloaked the statue of "Goddess Durga". A fierce and fearsome
warrior.
She is depicted as astride on her mount lion and the demon while tearing apart the demon
with her trident on the base of the lotus pedestal.
She is embellished with jewelry incised all over her body, with multiple hands carrying
armaments.
The statue above exhibits the artistic skill of traditional sculpting of Odisha artificers, the
land of enchanting beauty popular for its splendid piece of art.

The supreme shakti: Maa Durga

Goddess Durga was born as a beautiful and fully formed adult, with ten arms carrying
weapons in each arm, riding on a lion so that she could slay a demon named
Mahishashura.
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An Asura, who was granted immortality by Lord Bramha, except getting killed only by a
female.
Hearing that no one could beat him he started to attack all the Trilok, this is when the gods
decided to create feminine energy by combining them into Durga to defeat Mahishasura.
This fight went for ten days to defeat Mahishashura, celebrated as "Vijayadashami" the win
over darkness.

How to incorporate stone sculptures in your interior design:

The southwest zone is the most auspicious zone to place the Durga idol at home/office as
per Vaastu.
You don't need a massive space to display the lustrous sculpt, display it on the windowed
cabinet, accent cabinet will be very eye-catching.
Transform your bookshelves and floating shelves for storing the magnificent art.
The gallery/foyer and hallways will always gain the visitor's attention, place the artsy
sculpt on a high table in these areas and wait for the compliments.
Be it a birthday/House warming or any special life event of your loved one this idol is
proved auspicious to gift.

Bring significant benefits of keeping Maa Durga Idol:

Goddess Durga decreases the ill effects of planet Rahu.
By protecting her worshiper from sorrow, miseries, and evil-eye Goddess Durga bestows
her devotees with peace and prosperity.
The devotee gets health and wealth by the grace of the divine mother.

Tried and tested cleaning tips for the stone sculptures :

Pinkstone is mostly used for sculpture making as it is easy to carve.
The shatter-proof and weather-resistant nature make it more durable.
Start the cleaning of the sculpts by wiping the surface gently with a piece of soft cloth,
don't be too harsh while rubbing it.
You can make use of a feather or soft bristle brush to reach the area where dust usually
accumulates.
Make it sparkly clean by ensuring a follow-up schedule of dusting.
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Dasabhuja Maa Durga Soap
Stone Statue-Polished 10 in
Read More
SKU: 00920
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Maa Durga Statue,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

The team of Crafts Odisha presents you the gorgeous: Maa Durga Statue" sculpted
from soapstone, an artistic take on natural elegance. The subtle design makes this
piece a stately decoration suitable for a range of interior themes. Material: Soapstone
/ Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  10 x 7 x 2.5 inch Position: Standing Height: 10 inch
(approx.) Some Mien of the awless sculpture:

The sculpture is of Goddess Durga known for her power, determination, and wisdom.
In this heroic sculpt she is stabbing a buffalo beast with her trident, riding on her mount
lion, over a beautifully carved lotus pedestal.
She is bejeweled with beautiful ornamentation engraved on her body. Her ten arms are
equipped with various weapons, representing her prowess.
This charismatic graven image is the outcome of the brilliant sculpting of some proficient
artificer of Odisha, who gave this sculpt a vivacious touch.

The feminine epitome of strength: Maa Durga

Goddess Durga symbolizes feminine power against wicked and devilish energy.
She is a warrior Goddess, created to slay a demon named Mahishashura. She is created
out of the combined energy of Lord Vishnu, Bramha, and Mahesh.
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While battling with the demon she dashed him to the ground with her right leg and sent
the trident through his chest, beheaded him hence Durga came to name as "Mahishashura
Mardini"
A nine-night festival broadly celebrated as Durga Puja in the month of Ashwin. Marks the
victory of good over evil.

Display the art by maximizing the visual impact:

The southwest direction is the most appropriate zone to place Maa Durga idol at
home/office.
Placing it on a heightened table in a far corner so it can be viewed from the far focal when
entering the entrance of any hallway/ foyer/galleries or conference room.
The windowed cabinet and the accent shelving units of the living room /office will be a
great place to enjoy the fine art.
A floating shelf/bookshelves which are vacant and starving for the beauty of art and
polished skill can be a perfect placement for the statue.

Blessing one may get from the divine idol:

Maa Durga protects her devotees from the malicious effects of planets and negative
energies.
She is known to be the bestowed of material wealth and prosperity all around.
She vanishes all the distress and miseries and bestowed her worshiper with happiness and
peace.
A perfect and thoughtful gift for your friends and family, they will love and appreciate your
choice.

Proper guidance to follow while cleaning and restoring the stone sculptures:

Soapstones are a wonderful material that does not require any complex procedure for
cleaning.
Again is very durable and does not crack easily which makes it endurable.
Clean up the sculpt by wiping it gently with a piece of soft cloth or you can dust it with a
soft bristle brush to reach the dirt accumulated corner.
Make your stone sculptures shine and beam with routine cleaning.
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Soapstone Panchamukhi
Hanumaan Sitting on Knee
Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 00917
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Panchamukhi Hanuman statue sitting on a knee is a  decorative element to your
ambiance without overwhelming the eye. An eco-friendly appeal and having
excellent resistance against the weather by your very own CRAFTS ODISHA. Material:
Soapstone / Pink stone Height: 1 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL):  12 x 9 x 3.5 inch Position:
Kneeling A look into the fascinating home decor:

The above statue of Lord Hanuman is seen kneeling with one leg bent while the other
folded behind in a beautiful lotus plinth.
The statue possesses five faces in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and up
above) with 10 hands fit up with many weapons like a battle-ax, disk, mace, trident, sword,
etc.
The sculpture is built by the flair craftsman of Odisha where stone carving is widely famous
for its engraving.

Hanuman: The majestic Lord

To kill Ahiravana (king of hell), Lord Hanuman appeared in Panchamukhi form.
The five faces were the faces of a lion, eagle, horse, monkey, and Varaha.
All the five heads are that of Hayagriva(up above), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West).
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In this form, he blows out the five lamps where the soul of the demons rested, by turning
his head in different directions and succeeded in killing the demon.

With the right placement, the decor will be irresistible to watch:

Southwest zone is always recommended for Panchamukhi Hanuman idol according to
Vaastu.
Devote the blest statue in the temple of your home, or office.
Give the console, reception desk, mantle, and sideboard of your home or office a divine
look/touch.
A celestial present for your beloved at their special event.

Some booming effects of placing the idol at home and office: (Each face of the five-
faced god has some individual significance)

The horse face: offers superior knowledge goodwill and blesses with good progeny.
The lion face: liberate the worshiper from all kind of fears, and protects from evil.
The eagle face: wards off all kinds of negativities, black magic, and ailments.
The boar face: said to be showered with all kinds of wealth and prosperity.
The Hanuman: blesses his devotees with happiness and fulfillment of all kinds of desires.

 A clear guide to keeping in mind while cleaning:

The saintly idol is made from soapstone which is non-porous and shatter-proof making it
more durable.
Dusting it using a soft cloth without scrubbing harshly over the surface.
Keep on dusting it every so often to keep the dust away from the home decor.
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Soapstone Panchamukhi Ganesh
Sitting Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 00918
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

Black polished Soapstone
Ganesha on Simhasan 15 in
Read More
SKU: 00914
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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Sitting Ganesha Black
Soapstone Statue 10 in
Read More
SKU: 00913
Price: ₹16,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Soapstone Vastu Ganesha Staue
sitting on Simhasan 8 in
Read More
SKU: 00912
Price: ₹11,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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Black Standing Ganesha on
Mushik Soapstone Statue 1 ft
Read More
SKU: 00911
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Standing Ganesha Statue
Soapstone Black Polished 1 ft
Read More
SKU: 00910
Price: ₹22,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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Soapstone Black Standing
Ganesha Statue 9 in
Read More
SKU: 00909
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Soapstone Black Sleeping
Ganesha Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00908
Price: ₹8,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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Soapstone Mother Dancing with
Children Statue 15 in
Read More
SKU: 00905
Price: ₹36,400.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: apsara statue, debdashi idol, devdashi statue,
home décor, salabhanjika statue, seelabalika statue,
shalabhanjika sculpture, silabalika statue, soap stone
statue

Product Description

It's one of a kind silhouette from the very famous CRAFTS ODISHA with a touch of decorative
flair to capture the attention of every onlooker. Finished in glossy black, sculptural, and
wonderfully curvaceous from every angle has ample opportunity for stylistic expression.
Material: Soapstone (Black Polished) Height: 15 inch (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 15 x 6.2 x
4 inch  Point up the beauteous home décor : 

The above splendid stone sculpture of the lady is seen playing with her children.
The glossy black polished sculpture is well carved with all feminine attributes carved
delicately by the artisan.
A pretty figure of a toddler is also seen standing next to her.
The gorgeous statue is carved sensitively by the skillful craftsman of Odisha, where stone
carving is a major handicraft.

Women: The most sensitive and caring people in the world 

There are several roles a woman plays in her life, from a daughter to a mother with true
affection.
The sculpture showcase gracefulness, gentleness, and empathy associated with the
feminine trait.
The sculpture delightfully shows how a woman devotes time for her child to her fostering.
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Some placement suggestions for the home decor statue:

The elegant home décor piece can beautify your living room, showcase cupboard,
sideboard, mantle, accent, and console.
The glossy black will pop against the light shade background, amplifying your décor
theme.
You can also place it in a restaurant, orphanages, hostel, or use it for hotel ornamentation.
Don't give a second thought to gift wrap this to your dear ones.

Ways to take care of the home decor piece: 

The delightful statue is made from Pink soapstone material.
The principal advantage of Pink stone is that it is weather-proof, durable, and non-porous.
So, dusting can be done by using a broom or a piece of cloth to wipe down the dust surface
of the home decor.
Dusting should be carried every alternative day to keep the dust away from the sculpt.

Soapstone Apsara feeding
Peacock Statue-Black 10 in
Read More
SKU: 00904
Price: ₹16,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: apsara statue, debdashi idol, devdashi statue,
home décor, salabhanjika statue, seelabalika statue,
shalabhanjika sculpture, silabalika statue, soap stone
statue

Product Description

The apsara feeding peacock statue provides a moody and sophisticated aesthetic for the
interior to complement the contemporary and minimalistic décor theme. This gorgeous
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sculpture combines classic black and a smooth finish for a timeless appeal. Material:
Soapstone (Black Polished) Dimension(HWL): 10 x 4 x 2 inch Position: Standing A splendid 
statue  of the seductress:

The statue of apsara is standing on a double layer pedestal feeding a peacock, a deer is
behind her.
She is adorned with jewelry and cloth which is chiseled on the statue so smoothly,
enhancing the womanly perfection beautifully.
An astonishing work of art from the skillful craftsman of Odisha,  famous for its intricate
stone carvings internationally.

Apsara: The essence of a stunner

Apsaras are semi-divine beings in Hindu mythology and scriptures, Rambha, Menaka,
Urvashi, etc are a few names you must have heard of.
They are said to emerge when the ocean of milk was churned.
They are usually the consort of Gandharvas, living in the palace of Lord Indra.
Apsaras are extremely good at dancing and singing. They are the dancing girls in the court
of Lord Indra.

Decorative stone statue of the eyeful Apsara:

You can use it in your interior design of the hotel, restaurant, palace, home.
It will amplify the decoration, if you place it on the mantle, console, sideboard, etc.
 The showcase cupboard and cabinet of your home and office also be a perfect place to
enhance the charm of your décor theme.
The glossy black will pop against light shade background.

Few advantages of placing the shiny decorative stone statue of Apsara:

As per the Vaastu effect, the east and Northeast zone symbolize the zone of happiness and
refreshment, so keeping a  joyous statue of Apsara in the specified sector will double the
happiness and joy in your life.
The artists associated with singing and dancing are recommended to keep the statue in
the west and Southwest zone.
Bring the artful piece to attract positive energy inside your home.
 Consider this to be a mesmerizing gift for your dear one on their special occasion.

Few instructions for cleaning the decorative stone:

The appealing statue is made out of Soapstone, which is a nonporous material.
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The chief advantage of Sandstone is that it is weather-resistant and durable.
Make use of a broom or a piece of cloth for cleaning.
The dusting should be done every other day to get rid of dust accumulated over the
surface.

Soapstone Black Mother holding
Child Statue 13 in
Read More
SKU: 00903
Price: ₹28,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: apsara statue, debdashi idol, devdashi statue,
home décor, salabhanjika statue, seelabalika statue,
shalabhanjika sculpture, silabalika statue, soap stone
statue

Product Description

The Mother holding child statue of 1 ft is in a rich glossy black varnishing that creates easy
coordination with contemporary and traditional interior styles. A wide base for stability and
smooth curves for sculptural appeal embraces a luxurious gleam anywhere in the home.
Material: Soapstone (Black Polished) Height: 1 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 13 x 6.5 x 2.5
inch A look into the  decorative statues for home:

In the above stone sculpture of the lady, it is seen holding her infant on a two-layer
pedestal.
The sculpt is finely graved with detailed ornamentation all over her body, featuring the
womanhood delicately.
A pretty figure of a peacock is seen behind her.
The magnetic statue was sculptured by the brilliant craftsman of Odisha, where stone
carving is a major handicraft and globally famous for it.
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Essentials of womanliness:

A woman pursued several roles in her life, like a daughter, mother wife, sister, etc.
The sculpture showcase gracefulness, gentleness, and empathy associate with all
epitomes of femininity.
The sculpture delightfully shows, how women devote all their time to the child, on her
upbringing.

Some placement suggestions for the decorative statues for home:

Decorate your living room, porch, hallway, front office with the elegant statue.
You can place the eye-catching piece on a mantle, accent table, sideboard, and showcase
of your home or office.
You can even place the elegant sculpture at the entryway of the institute, hospital, and
office.

Ways to clean the outdoor decorative statues for home: 

The elegant statue is made of soapstone material.
The merit of Sandstone is that it is weather-proof and non-porous.
You need a broom or a piece of cloth to wipe down the surface of the outdoor stone statue.
So, cleaning the statue is very easy.
Cleaning of the outdoor stone statue should be carried every alternative day.
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